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AESTRACT
FroM about age. -odrto'age eleven, a Child' -s concept

-of',Olitor dog develops from a lack of conceptual differentiation...about
things and events to an awareness 'of-wordS a Meaningful- eiements
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interact as children :develop the idea of word 'as-content And T word 'as'

form-. As a .child'deirelops,' teachers or parents-can give, assistante.,
An illUstrated alphabet strip in the child's bedroom, dictated
experience stories,' labeling objects .in the home, and catego- ring

.qammHOith' words are strategies that help =children alOn4.-AD
'wholeSome concept of wards. (T3)
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.PrimsFy0-111Adren

:*
Coneepts-a d

AssumptiVe tesching'kg.t bUgaboo that ye.

_ avoid. We, may inadv,erTe4tly assume, hOweve

potsoss a fair degree of.knowledge about certa

initial phases of eadl.nginstructiolt:

possible aiffirences:etween Ours A _ 1.1r pupil concepts, we

not be ve sure about the, nature tbes itferdnce b..

'This roblem is particularly- apd to words.

often heav a -grateful sigh when we believe thak we hav, finally

been Ab.lp o diieft our pupils='. attention Proitabfy.- i o word

Because the word is such a pOpular unit of aria rrheginfan

reading-instruction, its.seem- imperative that tn dIscoy_

.nature of chi.ldren's conceptual constructs about'

With the foregoing in mind,

s in this aps First, I shall briefly rev.ipuP th

-discover what in factthat have attempted

con_ stinttely' know about words
414

'S6Cond, I would like.t e the

e-:sttrdieS to Piaget's theory of cognitive develOpment.

throdghan'inve-stigation of children's knowledge.of "corres-
.

p ndence rules" between print and speech, I hope to'demonstrate the

systematic but .largely tweit, or subconscious, way in rho ch children

,conceptualize word structure. iFinally, I shall attempt` pull as.

1

the theoretical and p actical threads together in an Attemptmany

dfscuss at we as teachers can and cannot do in facilitating

childreeS learning abou w-



dren' C

0 1974)

ord .Re *resentative Research

vestigabed young childrenis ability.

fdrent verbal and nonverbal stimuli are

He%noteb that the terma

her..pOorly/Undeliatt

yeas" g child

i,okertvod e_estingly

fiend toyexeaud longer words

rd" and "sound" ate

od by 5 year -olds, and, that up until about 0'

tend to confuse. phrases and sentences'with

hildren between the ages of 5k tok6k.

om their concept of what constitutes

Down

confusio wit

-es Vernon's, (1957) reference to.the'"cogn tive
7

which the child often approaches,the tisk of learnink

He suggests that an important phase.--the cognitive phase--

often neglected early on in school. This is e phase in_which

the learner acqui

ledge o

es the basic concept

what kinds

about reading and the knnw-

f ,stimuli to otterd' to, As an example of the

chiles "cognitive confusfon" Downing characterizes the young child _

"goping fot meaning" of the term "Word." For such a child, the

obvious, egment that might correspond totea is a "chunk of meanin

(1970, p. 111). "Fish and chips "', for p might just as well be

a word as "milk.

1

Studies reported by Ftanc (1973) su port, the belief that

children do seem to experience the sort ognitive confusion "' to

A

which Downing refers. This confusion, h

to any .inability

is not due'so much

o understand th.abstrat conceptual nature of the

reading task. Rather, it is due an unfamiliarity with wha



language. Furthermore, the

overlap of, reference-id wing terms such as'word, reading, and letter

also contributes to this confusion. Francis offers- a valuable

insight, into the- nature, of the concept of word apd it is one ter which

we will return many times.. She -suggests that childreh's notions of
4%I

mnits:An language -- specifically ordsLappear to arise from. an

analysis f written forms as the chiten learn td.i'ead.

esee ch,althottl valuable andboth Downing's and. Francis's

qUite'illuminating possess a basic shortcoming. That is, while

these studies ingeniously tap young children's -ability# to identify

wordlike stimuli, they-do pot pose a most Important quevaion to. the

children: -what is a word? A study by Papandropoulou ada..§inclair

(1974): asked precisely- thi

For this reason, Papandrepou

a bit more closely.

as well as other fascinating vestions.

of

Y.

and-Sinclair's study will baxamined

As PaPandropou_ou and Sinclair pres they"snught to

obtain some insight in ehedifferent ways the cognitively developing

child ekaborates a conception of ,the . epresentational.system we a I ti

language" (1974, p..248). They perceive a gradually developing

`.4concept of wordness in which words become detach4d from the ob

-and the events tb which they refer. [holy much later in cognitiv

..development do words become regarded- as "meaningful elements inside

a systematic frame of-linguistic reference," In other words,

elements in a grammatical system. As, ult of interviews

involving over 100 children between the ages -of 4 an 11, the



-estigatora identify four

ariness .7 This awarene

abdut language (`

At the firsE' level

:rds) as

there is, a lack of cone

dne hand_and things

ward, for example,

word-"because it w

child

What they term,';metalinguistic

_entified-as the ability to think

ect of study.

linguistic awareness (ages 4-5),

differentiationLbetween words on the

vents on th&other. -A " "strawberry" is a-

b ause it "grows in the garden." "Pencil" is

to the/requ

.

cara6';

es."' When asked to say a "short" word one

with primrose7-becauscAt is small." A responSe

st

. , .

fora 'lone word was.Ptrain--because it has 1pt of

a

ther response was "a boy running

can." Responses to requests for ""diffieuft' words included

pined it to me ":

running, running as fast

tooth-7betause.lt falls out"- "radio nobody

. , e ,_
"to put away your toys." When-asked t .invent a word one childinvent

,
one

.,.

replied "a fish im-a bowl without water " As can see, then, wards

at this level are its

event

ricably entwined ith'ihe objects and the

that they_refer,to. Words -do not have any kind of conceptual

independence for 4- to 5-year-old children.

At the second level of "metalingUisticawa

ords begin to have. certain properties of their

are distinct-from the.properties of the objects

which the }rds refer.

they no longer think

eness ' (5-7 years),

own. These propertie

and the
. , .

events. to

When children at this level think about words

my of What is being talked about (what the

are referring to) but, of what is kttaa said. According to papandi

poulou and Sinclair, this is thebeginning of metalinguistic



awareness. To the Auestion "what is algord "-children reply that it

is "what you use_ -t out something "" or "what yoU use to name

Only cotentives, incidentally,[ and not function words,

are identified' as ,words. The is not'4 wb d beccause, as, one child

,-expressed it,- "you need something:elsethe truck- -no, you need two

.things--the true,, it goes n-the basis of this and s

types of p9nses,- the investigator
fi

observe that it is necessary.

tothave Ytopic-arifd a comment. Only the union offtopic 4nd comment

constitu es a word. Other. _ximmples of this union are evident in the

folio responses. When aske'citd. long word, a child

lied, "he goes away, and then-he comes back." The same ch-fct's

response to a short word -as "he goes away." Other examples -f ,

ng wards are

it

that Is-taking a w: k" end -"a snake' that lives

these cases Papandropoulon.and Sinclair note that

h depends not so much on'theobject or event. -,to which word

but rather in what is:said- about the object. Interestingly,

dren at this level begin to refer to the substance of words in

trms'of letters. This concept is still in a.bit of disarray,

vet:, as is appar'ent in this child's response: "words are Letters

go 'together' "; "he" is not a word, though, "becausethere aren't

enough letters."

At a third level (7-8 years of age) words "bits of a story. ""

matte a-air" is a Word,' bu "it-doeSn't tell a story, it doesn'

sentence." Children at this level appear to conceptualize wordS as

""elements of a omplex entity." This entity carries a meaning-. and
9



short word

letters or number of syllables.

w.

everal- words. Children give,examples

*-
based on length. The iteria.f'or length are number

-Any referenea.to Meaning

not Th terms of individual words but rather in of :ger

rocture uch as sentence or a story. All words'are:,recngtiie

Aswords, whether they,b 'contentiVes or funct_On wordS

Ak the final leye identified ty Papandropoulou and

(8-10 years of age), words are conceptualized as'm

in themielves, rather than in terms of thertioler
F

in

structure,

some

f.'
as at the previous level. In Addition words are -conce

ger

tualized as members of a grammatical system. .A strOrlAingye

suggestiv phenomenon emerges at this leve,1 7in clefining'a wrd, the
.11

children only rarely refer to he-rin--br sound Most pften they.

describe the form of A-word in terms of letters.

The investigations distussedhere share certain underlyrng-

commonalities. First of Ali,- Children's concept of dness"

becomes increasingly differentiated with co _tive development.

Within the-span of approximat1ely six, years; children move fromthe,-
4t

+

idea'that words. are properties of the objects and. events to which

they refer, to the realization that words are, in effect, arbitrary.

4

conventions. Therefore, words can be conceptualized apart from their

referents as member -f a logical grammatical system. Second, words

e, in terms of the length of the spoken
A

become pared down, as it we

utterance to which they correspond. Whereas Alords. correspond
a

initially to dyntences or phrases, they eventually become lithited to



the .`length tihich we as atlults e familiar. Third --here is

again- words may become conceptually

,consecitience of children's -interaction with visual

°Papandropoulou.and Sinclair perhaps express this last point

: beet-when they state that "the written word is in a dense a perma-

1 .1

.nint result and, moreover, an objective product_ erbal activity"

p- 257, eMphas s added).

A Theoretical Perspectivez---%

How might -e best organize andfac6ountfor the range ofTpheno7

`mena,that have emerged frOm the exploration of children'- concept

of wordness? As in/so many other areas of cognitive concerns,

Piaget's theory of cognitive -development offers the most coherent
:)*

perspective from which the phenomena can be evaluated To -fling

(1970), in fact, notes that Piaget's theory sugge ts.that, at the

conventional age for beginning to leirn to read, children canndt

deal:with the abstract ideas reflectJd in both the tack and the

terminology reading.. This feet, together with the well- attested

egocent icity of the child at age, "is hardly,tondUcive to a

spontaneous understanding cif the purposes of the written form of

language" (1970, p.0 :11).

The, children with whomAwe aTe,conce ned in this paper--primarr

pup is beimgreadieefor or being involved in formal reading

traction- -fall ifftootwo Piagetian stages of cognitive Udvelopmen



ge) and concrete operational

through'11 years of age). 1 would like to make a quick'overviewl

ca.& few characteriatics of each of these levels before seeing.hpw

the'concept of Wordneas fits into them.

The'preoperatiopal child is perceptually governed. He or she

attuned to the features of whate stimuli are being obsery

a certain time. the con operational

d at

child, -on the other handi

is. more conceptuallynriented. He-or she isfreed from the here-and-

now perception and can mentally play with thoughts such as N"what'
ft.

might happen if?" 'In addition, the-Concrete operational child can

transform objects and events in a variety of ways without actually

having to perceiVe thesert ansfermatio in the'immediate present

PreoperatiOnal children are sensitive to states of thing in the

immediate present. They'd() not understand transformations_ from c

4
state to another., For example, in the classic Piagetian experiment

. ,

involving water that is poUred froth a:short, fat beaker into a tall,

thin:beake teopiera4onal child is able to perceive only.the.

state of the water prior to and after the pouring. The transformation -,-

the pouring - -is ignored, being rather brief anyway and, thnugh not

necessarily forgotten, is unavailabie for later perception. The

preoPerational child cannot break away from the notion that, although

me are still talkfng about the same a e_, in the first case there

appears to be leia water because i is in an apparently smaller

container. in the latterlease, there appears to be Morewater.because

in an apparently larger container. On the dther hand, the

:concrete operational child is able to-suepend judgment b sed on



perception of states that the'effect of) ti

included. In FIavell's terms (1977, perceived appearances a

superceded by inferred reality. ih effec

operations

he or

although, the concrete

child's perceptions are relating one type of information,

she is able to transcend the immediate.stimulus and infer the

'I

actual condition: This ability suggests another- mhortant Piagetian

concept: the concrete operational child able` to dec nter atten-

tion from one salient fehture of a stimulus to considersimaltantously

several featural attributes. The preoperational child'iA unable to

do this.. His or her perceptual apparatuses lock into one type of
-

information and the child c nnot befreed from that ne.a pect of1
A.

phe stiMulus.

There is yet another Piagetian concept with which, we moat deal,

then we twill be ready to-consider words within this framework. :The

concrete operational child understands.IeyttagailLty. If an object
0

is transformed can usually be, returned to its former state. -.The

'concrete operatidnal child can effect this reversible operation in,

his or het head. Tfie preoperational_ohild cannot do this. When

something is 'changed in form, it cannot be mentally changed to return

to its former - state.

Of course, children do not pass from one Piagetian stage to the

next in the samEfaphion that one moves from One room into another.

RatWer, they ofte_ pause in he d rway," where aspects of both

ro-ms might be apparent. One of the most challenging tasks foi

primary grade teachers is cis fdentify those chiraren who are .in the
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doorway,. The conceptual sophistication Of these children will, vary

depending on the particular learning activity n which they are

engaged.' Such is the case with word .kn
/ ft

At the preoperational stage, then,-children

centric. They tend to define the world in terms,

these .features relate. to the childr

Being unable to, be "objective" in any adulE senseof.the'term they

and reflect 'on Matters.cannot pull back fro. the immediate- pies

--i the case with Languige-7evenSiore so, perhApi. Language. is

. .

not objectified in'theeuVitorElint.forthe.child. It

that is automatic and a part of the child's sAjective self

always inextricably bound up within every activity and is a

thatactivity. It is 'never "out there' in_the sense that the child'

can look iat

herse

7,-and-gradUally begin to diffetehtiatehimielf or

If we recall that the ev

--
SinclaWs study

degrees.,

thought

zatiod

we

those bet

1 Two -higldten- in Papandropoulou and

eon the- ages of 5 and 7) are in vat pus

raOition between

can begin

words is rathe

t uncle

preoperational and concret

stand howhow these childrerOs conceptuali-

fragile and partial. "-For these children,

there tis still a close correspondence between "what is beings said

s being talked about--not yet a'f9rmal, generalized

on on words as such" (Papandropehleu and Sinclair,

.

Coriteptnallyithesechildren are 'lingering in the- doorway.

an,.' to a degree,- "think about wha theyJust:said" 46),
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but the notion of linguistic units - -ln this case words-- quite,

Unclear.

Notably, in Papand ipti0ou and Sinclair's stodand in Downing's

studies, children within this age range (5-7) begin-to incorporate

letters into theitthiniCingAbout ords. This is the first type of

word- 'segment tion that beginste impinge on. _hildren's conscious

reflection. We oan see the tieannings of the sb 'ectification of

language through-print. Visual. language

nowlmthat allows,atttntion t

-ewe erceptnal here-and-
,'

age as, an object of study. Print

_s a state,to which the children can perceptually-atte

as transit an- affair. as,is speech. In:Frand

-children ar

learning t

not able to approaal language noyliilx. Threugh

however, they a$ equiredAb-attend to units and
_

subdivisions £'= As Francis the conscious ability to note

features of words is a function of attending to visual languag-.

Toward an'Unders

At this might be temOted-to endorse Vygo.tsky's obserVa

tion, made over forty years ago," t "the development-of psychological

foundatiens for instruction. .unfolds in 4 continuous interaction
.

with the contributions -of instruCtinnil 101). Before jumping.

touspecific (and perhaps simplistic) suggestions for teaching, however,
. .

I Would like first to consider the nther side of the knowledge coin-,

the child's tacit ewe en- s of language and print.

Aecently,...cognieive psychologists have e pbasizedtheinves iga-

tionof 'tacit" knowledge--knowledge that humans are able to use at
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a subconscious leve (Weimer and Palermo, 1974). The prevailing

itude is that.this type of knowledge is at least as important as

conscious knowledge in determining the global aspects of cognitive

.functioning. For those of us concerned with what goes on when

children learn, the issue of tacit knowledge is just now beginning

to achieve well-warranted attention. By ektending our analysis of,_

how children actually think to include tacit knowledge, we are%

shedding a qualitatively brighter light on'what we can hopeto

accomplish in the classroom.

Long'before the transition to concrete Operational thought

occurs, the preoperatidnal child may be said to have internalized

a-highly sophisticated system of language--he or she has practical

knowledge-of language, the "how-to" of communication. This knowledge,

however, is largely-tacit. How might the child at this stage, then,

.subconsciousVconceptualize- the relationship. between print and speech?

.Recent research investigating the "invented spellings" of young

children (Read, 1975; Henderson and Beers 1976) suggests -that

children tacitly categorize speech sounds in a-highly systematic

fashion for the purposes of writing. .Rpad has suggested, in fact,

that children tacitly abstract the principle of spelling. They do

not need to be explicitly-taught the idea of the encoding system by

.
which speech is represented through print.

A couple of examples Are in order. -In,an initial study by Read

(1971), .data were Obtained from children who did not know how to

read, but who did know the names of the letters of the alphabet.
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Armed with this minimal knowledge, the children are observed Uniformly

to construct a fascinating system of mapping speech to print. At

first, children seem to be sensitive to consonants in their spelling,

and they omit the vowels. example, sit might be spelled ct

Shortly thereafter, the vowel is included, but it may not be what

adults, with the benefit of their knowledge of, the spelling system

of English, might expect. The child might write cet. Still later,

we might see set and, finally, sit. Why the'odd choice of e to

represent the. sound of short Read suggests that such a represen-

tation is based on-certain phonetic features that are common to

both short i the sound that the child wishes to represent, and

long e, the sound represented by the letter e.

- Recall that the young speller:knows onlythe names o the

:letters of the alphabet. When confronted with a sound such as the

'short i in sit, the child does not know a letter whose name

represents that sound. The.child does know the names of the long

vowels, however, and thus represenirthe short i with a letter whose

"name" is closest to the short i judging by point of articulation.

Long e seems to fit the bill quite nicely. In addition, the child

may recognize the similar acoustic. properties of these two sounds.

Confider :another example. Suppose the child wishes to spell

Stake (as in tomato stake; we won't worry about the homophony

between stake and steak at-this point). 'Again, as with sit, the

initial spelling would probably have the vowel omitted, and the

child would write-stk. Later, the vowel would be included, but
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this _ child's choice is not so complex (from our adult Terspec-

tive, at East) was the case with sit.. The vowel in stake seems

tier straightforward; it is'a long vowe 'and there is a lette

whose nazi represents the sound the child. Ashes to spell. Thus, the

child esetak. Something strange, however, Kapp ns a little later

on. Th may by attributable to the child's sensiti ity toward the

nature English spelling during early instruction n reading. The

child earns the spelling of short vowels. (This. is the point, for

encamp e, at which sit might be spilled correctly.) ut what happens

to the previously correct spelling of long a in stak It is discarded
N

by the child, ;and, stake is now spelled stek. In effict, the child is

endeavoring to establish a la.ct of the spelling system that says that,

for purposes of:spelling, short and long vowels are elate a in terms

of point of articulation. This is precisely what happened when the

child parlier.tried to spell, short i with the letter

second case, the child has learned that_the letter e

represent short e, and; correctly spells short e with

-long a, however is close fudging by-point of articu

In this

used to

letter e.

ion to sho

the letter a is now used to represent long a as well. It is a

powerful impetus on the-part of the child that strive

systematic structure in a spelling system. This effo

an order in the spelling ,systep occurs at the expense

a previously correct, spelling strategy. What seems

here?

toward a

to establ

of Overthrow n--

going on

should be noted, of course, that the child ev ntually sor



through these'strategies and comes with the correct cpresentat

of short and -long vowels. interestingly enough, loWeVer,, this

resolution does not seem to occuruntil the child/has passed through

the various degrees of transition from -preope ationa o concrete

operational thought, and has'both feet rather planted in the

-concrete operatiptial stage (Zutell, 1975) P o fo this resolution;

the various intriguing spelling errors the ch ldren make evidence a

fascinating interaction between th turd contributi

systc- of sound-spelling correspon ences,and the tructur

in the actual spelling systoli onglisfh. We s

first on a subjective and thexY _ an

A tacit level.

Conscious and Ta

e the chtl centering

objecti p imarily at

A Tentative'

We can now try' Sther together the threads of tacit

conscious) and cons'dib s lnowledge in an effort to character e some

important aspec of wod knO ledge in primary-grade children.

We see a nterCsting erection between the childr n idea

of word as n ent/andword as fore... The content aspe # involves

the child's conscious reflection on the notion of "Wilvd" as label' for

thing 0 action. The idea of form reflects the child's gradual

atten the makerup of a word- -and much of thireseirch in this

that, for young children, the make-up is letters, not

The very aspect that we have often assumed, and which Downing

as assumed, is most difficult for children to ma- e --the notion



that print represe W speech' (in our thinking a more "Abstract"

notion } - -is not in fact so difficult for children to grasp._; Moreover,

16

i
print actually serves to facilitate childreni0Concepts of words as, .

spoken entities. Print introduces, children the concept -segmenta-

tion in language; pUtting language "out there" to be looked and

studied.

It is also apparent that, armed with a knowledge of le er,names,,

children tacitly abstract the principle of spelling,

mapping of sound to print. And the fact at they nuiteritturolly

seem to represent more than one sound with the same letter demon-

strates that they do not tacitly expect the writing 'code to reflect

a one sound-one letter foundation. They are tacitly developing. an

awareness that print represents speech, yet they cannot consciously

reflect on this because speech itself is n t yet an object

reflection. The segmentation of print for purposes o ri4ng is

not accompanied by a corresponding segme-tatioh of speech. Spaces

in the children's writing are most often, at the early stages,

arbitrary. The child's attempts to establish a written "code" for,

speech do not at first reflect a sensitivity to the actual ortho-
-

graphic structure, or spelling, of words. The criteria are subjectively

imposed, so much so that later on, as we have seen, the child dyer

thro s a well established principle-the fairly correct spelling of

long vowels -for an "incorrect" spelling in terds'of'actual English

spelling, but one that is considered correct judging by the child's

ti

criteria.



-Once young children In at words, what do they/see? The

\ /
preppe ational recall, is "stimulus bond "; he o she "centers"vr

on the graphic' array not-on the seund The'relationship between

sound and print i,1 still tacit These children nre attending to

visual states/the here-and-now If children are prematurely

inundated; iJ instxiiction that emphaiizes parts of w

..,-
corresp nd to; zas.of spoken °words, confusion will probably result,

itten words ,that

ot'hav_ the conScious,knowledge'that the printed word

that is ordered and rule-governed. Only

inually exposed to printed words and by attending to,

thetr c4 ents will e child eventually lern to differentiate

standing and

This differentiatid6.involves, for example, under7

manipulating:beginning consonants,-consonant bl,nds,

and vowel phonogram patterfts.

Once children are attending to word structure, it is difficult

for them to understand transformations of wpr A good example of

this- can be seen in our familiar "word familk" mes. The preopera-

tional child, or the child in transition from preoperationalto

concrete operational, can attend to the words cat, fat, and mat but

cannot grasp the principle of consonant ,substitution. Thexhild is

attuned to the perceptual here-and-now, to the, state_ of the words.

Despite a teacher's best efforts, of she cannot directly teach

these children to infer an aspect of the reality of word.st ucture.

The children cannot infer that we can hold parts. of words constant

while _ns otthing other parts--this is a, more abstract---principle.
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Closely alignO, -ith the child's ira,ttention to transfo_ ations

is the phenomenon of irreversibility. In a consonant. substitution

exercise,

Switch-from cat to hat--in effect,- he

xample, the preoperational

---"what s the point'?" Each word is a

as a global whole, 'bat cannot-be

ask,children to alter word structure, we are' asking the simultan-

child cannot "undo" the

e is asking the teacher,

Etvoh state can be

transformed or .altered. When we

,eouslY; to manipulate a sound and a graphic pattern. This demands a

conceptual rather than a perceptual task. The preeperational Chad,

end the child in the transition from pxeoperatiopl-thought to

concrete operational thought, simply cannot -consclously handle.Such'

an operation, ,

Children are .tacitly able to do Oiat they need

=hey Are able to repre-consciously later en. In the case

sent segmbnts of the speech stream with letters` ae the research in

invented spellings has indicated. 'Atthis time however, they are

not consciously able to segment words phonemically. This may_see

,a bit paradoxical, but if we look at. language as a whole, the

phenomenon is not quite so puzzling. Children-learn a language

no conscious awareness of whatever rules they are using' the

conscious analysis will come later. It certainly-appears that they

approach written lang-uage.in much the same fashion--if allowed to do

SO.

A



mplications: Back to the Environment

have pointed out what children cannot'do with regard to word

19

What,can they_ do, and what can we do- to assist them through

the transition stage to. the point at which they can deal with words

simultaneously at different lieVels? First of all, it ould°be well

to consider where the 'children are cogni prely Coming- from,

--.--

other .words, we do not want to- fall- prey to the notion that "preopera-

tional" is bad and that getting into "concrete operations"- __good.
,1

=in this regard, we should do well to consider FlaVell's admonition

against believing that preoperaticinal---inking is "a cognitive

malady from which the child d-gradually recovers. with the advent of

concrete- operations" (1977, p. 98). Actually, the ualia of the

child's environment is crucial at the preoperational level, as it is

at every level.

Tacit knowledge precedes conscious-knowledge, just as comprehen-,

--sion precedes produCtion, so we need to surround the preoperational

Child ith pr

example, an

nted stimuli that can generate tacit assumptions. For

lustrated alphabet strip in the child's bedroom is

good: an idea as one

as

he classroom. Similarly, labeling objects

in the home provides lots of raw data. Freope- rational children need

to play with visual, language on thei- own, subjective terms. We

Simply provide the raw data forthem, and direct theit,attention to

i

The preoperational child is capable of assembling quite a sight

vocabulary but is not capable of conscious internal analysis of
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individual words. In the transitional stage, his or her concept of

"word" is moving to include the is form. Papandropoulou and

Sinclair indicate, however,, that ords, will still be considered as

bits of a larger, meaningfUl whole. So we shOuld allow for consider-,

able exposure to them in a meani_ 'context. Dictated experience

stories, for example, arean eXcellent-means by Which this can occur.

We should riot, assume. that a sight vocabulary And thesConcept of

reading will some -bout-as a result of "sound and letter" workbook

exercisesthis only scrambles the necessarywinput of raw data. It

pedagogical irony that those children whO have not passed frog

preoperational t concrete operational thoughtand thus are-unable

to flect on their:pwn objectified language-,are continually exposed.

to instruction predicated upon just this type of reflecfton

Furthermore, the children are Apchanneled through, similar types of

activities when'the initial instruction does not take hold.

While a good sight vocabulary is being dev loped, the preopere-

tional child can play with link letters, for example, as well as

Write the letters (if he or she is able to o so). N ."rules" from

.up, yet. We must remember that the children are coping on their

terms. We can periodica/Ay arid. informally assess the child's

conceptual understanding about, rds. We can begin:'ia

,earnest with analytical phonics instruction when the children are

ready, and not before. That is, we, will deal with the whole'word

and move inward.
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Once children are at the concrete operational level, they

-seem to "fixate" upon a concept of print as always c rrespondirg in

some one-to -one fashion to speech. l have a hunch this may he a

direct consequence of instruction. We now know that English spilling

provides information,not..only about sound, but about syntactic and

antic features as weir °Many.children, however, do. not move

beyond a preoccupation with the aspect of sound. By encouragin

concrete operational ph4ldren to play categorising games with words,

just as they would categorize objects, we assist .. them to home to- -the

realization that words are not conceptualized in reading as mere

reflections of.sound. Rather, the children can realize that words

have fascinating structure in themselves. -

From an instructional standpoint, 1 have offered few earth-

shaking suggestlona, apart from an appeal for restraint in bringing
i

on word analysis in a formal instructional setting. We cannot hurry

children along= to a wholesome concept about wards and to a bulging

sight vocabulary. We can, however, provide the right atmosphere,

the excitement, and the motivation for curiosity about print.-

should not be hesitant about surrounding children with print.

Contrary to Downing's suggestion (1970), it may not be so difficult

for children to understand the purpose of written fang .ia =ge. Rather,

the difficulty seems to res.ide in a premat(ire formal analysis of

the units of language that relies heavily upon sound.
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Summary

. Children should not be expectedto achieve an adult conceptual

zation of wordness during-t14 first year ortwo-of instruction. As

Papandropoulou and Sinclair the concept of wordness continues

...,. .

to expand throughout the first. Years achool4 and there is evidence,
. .

. ,

suggest- than thp concept continuev,t0.grow welt-into adolescence
, ,........,4.,

Templeton, 1977), AWarenepS of 'cerdness" seems-to be Bette

tacilitated by'` attention to visual language than to sp ken language.

From -the pedagogical perspective, aHquarieatively icher concept

of weird structure can be nurtured by a "facilitative" environment,

a4ologize for employing admittedly overworked educational term,

but if we have learned anything over the years it hAs been that,

children do not uniformlY learn on a one-for-one, stimulus-response

'basis. Individually, they-set up the rules for' concept formation.

The environment that allows =fhr this type of lea ng ought t be

our objective,

I have addressed just a few aspects that need to be considered,

in investigating young children' .knowledge about t ords'. I believe,

however, that-the important t factor--an unhurried,'Stimulating

environment in the primary grades --will nicely accomr4odate the growing

body Of knowledge about the child's understanding of both the content

and form of.the concept of "wordnesa
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